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RED HIVER, TAOS COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, June 29, 1905.
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Miusral Survey No. 1316,
United Stees biud Office, Santa Ke,
New MXlO, March 1st, HUB.
.n, inn in pursu
NoTKK IH BKMBT
May
no o( tUe Act o( Cungic.
ilo, 1872, i'.. L. Pooler ami W D. Kerchae,
whose postofftce address in Kntou, Colfax
County, New Mexico, havo made app
for a ratent for loou linear leet on the
Tennesee Lode, bearing gold and silver,
the ar me being 137 feet tnnterly and v.w.
feet t Utterly from the discovery uut and
tunnel tkereon, and being a part uf the
Memphis Group (if mining claims, with
surface ground 800 feet in width, situate
iu the Keystone mini is district, in Tn
County In tbe. Territory of flew Koodoo,
plet and by
and described by tbe
the field notes on file in the offlco 0' the
land dis'riut, in
Register of the Santa
follows: j
tbe Territory of N- w Mexico,
SCRVEY NO. ISIS, TERNHrJatt LOlJK.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. d lenloel with
tbe SW. Cor. of the locattou. A pruc- p et
lo lu. square, 1 ft. lung, ret m Ins. In the
whence A Bpruee.
greund, scribed
12 ina. diam. bears S. o E. T ft. dist. ; and
" ft.
A spruoe 8 ins. diam. bears N. 0.V5 E.
dist., each blazed and seribeJ lsltl.i U. T.
Mining Die- XJ. S. L. M. No. il, Red River
trlct, Taos County, New Mexico, previously d.sc lbed, bears S. 2' 18' W... 2423 ft.
dist. TuVtTce N. 2' ' K. V. lo 6' E. 3oo.oo
Identical witn NW.
Net to Cor. No.
Cor. jf location, a sp.uee post lo ins. square,
4 ft. loov, set 24 ins. in the ground, scribed
whence A spruce ,15 Ml. diam. bears
B . Ml ft. dist., and A spruce. 13 in:
H.
diam. oeers S. B4 E. 7.8 It. dist. ecu bla-- d
B. T.
uud tcribeu
Tlience S. XT' 10' K. Va. IS' 6' K. I60Q.00
IJeuical wuu in 110.
feet To C ir. Jj.
cor. nf Lc lorutiiio. A poipbyry stone
24x2oxl3 ins. set 12 ins. iu the ground,
whence A spruce lli ins.
ehi el
dlaui. beais f. 47 3 K., 14.5 u. dist ; and
A spruce 17 Ins. diam. bears N. 57' W..2G.7
U
ft. dist.; each blaikd aud scrih. .1
T.Thenoe 8. 2' 8a' W. Va. 18' E. U14.M foet
of Mauiuutb lude, of
.Intersejt liue
"
W W. cor.
this survey, HT. 78 ft. S.
8i)o,oo feet To
lescnbtd
Bo. 8, previously
oor. No. 4. ldeuL-- l with the SB. Cor. of;
A porphyry stoue 24x21x14
thelooetiou.
215
las. Bet 12 iu.tne gruil jd, chiseied
18 lus. diam. bearsN.55":
sp.uco
A
shncc
80' E fo ft. list.;nnd A spuioe 16 lus. diam.
bears S. 74" 3. ' W. 18 it. dist., taob blassd
tl T.
and scribed
Theuce N. Uf XV W. Va.13' JP E. 1U9.15
of kamuutb lode of
feet Intersect line
V7. from
this survey, S'28.28 ft., S.
.Cor. No. 3, previously described. Jooo.oo
feet to C01 . No. 1, the place ol begiuuinn.:
ot the
containing .1 .oil acr.a .
Mewouth loue ot this survey. Xne names
.oi adjoiniug and oontlicliug oUuiuk an
shown by tbe plat of tbe survey Is the
Maiuoutu lode ot this survey on tbe E- nd
,8.; aud tutber.
Notice is He.eby Uived, Tbat.pursuauox
iluy
ef the said Act of Congress a,ppio.vea
io. 1872, R. It. Pooler and W.. U. Eriuei'.
address is Haion, ' dfa
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Couutv, New Jiexico, bve iulU opplica-tiofor ..patent tor 1482 Itutar feet on ibu
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tei
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surtaee giouud Boo Let .u wldlli, situ ite
in tba Keysloue ui.mug distru; in Taos
.County in the Termor, ot Now .linxijo,,
eon usscribed by the official pmi on. by
tbe Bald uoles u Hie lu tne djja 'd t id
"1
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In conflict on the N. by the Tennessee lodo
of this eurvey, and joined by tbe t'omstoclt
lode of this survey on its south-easterl-
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He Squeezed His Eye.
On day a little niece of mine, aged
, was
traveling toward Boston with
her mother, and by way of diversion
started a little flirtation with a brake-ma-n
on the train. The little one and
the man got along famously, and as
the latter proceeded to his duties In
another part of the car he winked his
farewell. Turning to her mother, the
little girl exclaimed: "Why, mamma,
the man squeezed his eye at me."
Boston Herald.

MEXICO.

A Pennsylvania postmaster hau lost
his mind.
jus of little things get
lost In the malls.
I

was
A
Jersey milkman
New
drowned in his well, A horrible ex- ample to the trade.

To Preserve Manx Language.
has
The Manx Language society
been formed and to carry out Its purpose of preserving the language of the
Isle of Man will send a phonograph
to different parts of the Island, and
old men whose accent Is pure will
speak Into the receiver passages from
stories, Idiomatic
Scripture, folk-lorsentences and proverbs.
When the
records are complete they will be kept
at the society's rooms In Douglas.

It Is a waste of time to argue with
an angry tornado. Avoid It entirely.
It have its own way.
i

"What makes the plain girl pretty?"
asks the Philadelphia Inquirer.
and twilight, sometimes.
Mag-aetis-

e

"An honest man," says a Tammany
organ, "1b the noblest work of God."
It prints the Item In its joke column.

scientific analysis has shown that
All the Appearance.
restaurant keepers make
A small boy from the north who
lemons, butter or eggs. How ingeni- was visiting a relative in one of the
ous!
southern dates where convict labor is
employed in public Improvements beJim Jeffries bequeaths the cham- came very interested in the men and
pionship to Fltzslmmons, and the their black and white Etrlped clothes.
usual attempt will be made to break One day he went to a circus and for
the will.
the flrBt time In his life saw a zebra.
"Oh, auntie," he cried, "look at the
It Is not believed that an Injunction couvlct mule." Llpplncott's.
printed In the largest type would have
the slightest effect on a determined
Tree Sacred to Japanese God.
tornado.
A tree in Japan is sacred to the
Says the observant Boston Globe, god Glnkho. therefore our slang
"The grass Is coming up fresh and phrase "by jingo,' is probably derived
green this spring." Unusual, but not from the Japanese oath by Ginkho. In
1635 the Japanese gave a site on an
alarming.
artificial island in Nippo for the setThe ocean claimed its own when tlement of Portuguese merchants, and
accidentally had the space laid out In the shape of
Miss Jennie Crocker
dropped $25,000 worth of pearls Into a fan, signifying an objeot agreeable
for general use.
the Atlantic.
A

Chicago

:n

Tea Cigarettes Supplant Morphine.
London fashion devotees are said to
be giving up morphine tablets In favor of cigarettes made from carefully
blended green and black teas, the
nervous eCects of smoking which are
even more powerful than that produced by tobacco.
Dizziness, partial
iitupor and extravagant visions are
given as the leading symptoms, victims having frequently to be sent to
Good
private
sanitaria. London
'
Health.

Strange Cradle

in Which Are Placed
Griefs of the World.
Thre Is a cradle within the door
of one of the great Institutions of New
York before which a constantly re
curring tragedy is being enacted. It
Is a plain cradle, quite simply draped
In white, but with such a look of cozy
comfort about it that one would
scarcely suspect it to be a cradle of

sorrow.

Epigram.
Beelsobuh took all occasions.
try Job's constancy and patience.
took Ills honor, took his health.
took his children, took his wealth,
His ser'ants, oxen, horses, cows
But cunning Satan did not take his
spouse.
But Heaven, that brings out good from
evil.
And loves to disappoint he devil,
Had predetermined to restore
Twofold all that he had before;
His servants, horses, oxen, cows
to take
his
devil, not
.
.
..
.
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Whenever I see a youth looking for
"a soft snap," I pity him. There can
be no doubt where he will end if he
does not change his tactics.
If he
does not brace up. take stock of himself and put vim and purpose and energy into his life, he will surely Join
the great army of the
In Success
O. S. Marden
"might-have-beens.- "

Magazine.

Fortune In Fighting Bulls.
Statistics published in Spain state
.hat during 1904 nearly 12,000 bulls
were killed in bull fights. The bulls
killed about 10.000 horses. The best
and most valuable bulls for the arena
are raised on the vast estates of the
duke of Veragua, in Andalusia, who
has made a fortune out of this busi-

yanama mosquitoes are represented
Want Life Insurance Places.
A life insurance official showed the
as being unusually fierce and voracious. It will be a waste of time to try other day a list of applications from
the effect of benevolent assimilation men and women for employment by
his company in any capacity and at
on them.
any salary. It contained 4,000 names.
Minnesota's census bureau warns its During business hours from fourteen
enumerators that women cannot be to twenty applicants are always waitcompelled to give their age. Does the ing for an interview with the secrebureau think it has discovered some- tary.
thing new?
Railways in England.
"Poverty," says Mr. Carnegie, "Is a
with
England is so
Yes, and it is railways that in spite of her relatively
(priceless heritage."
as
.within reach of nearly everybody, small territory there are
even though it is not marked down many miles of track In England as in
from anything.
While upon these tracks
America.
there were hauled trains a distance of
"Secretary Taft," says the New 400,000,000 miles last year, in America
York Tribune, "can take his ease now trains traveled 900,000,000 miles.
in a hammock." It is to be hoped that
the man who puts it up will be careAn Alphabetical Marvel.
ful about the ropes.
Little Irma had been on an excurNote from the diary of the amateur sion to her father's downtown office
gardener: "May 27. Not up yet; per- and saw for the first time a typewriter
haps I planted them too deep. The in use. "Oh, mamma," she said on
good book, however, said two inches. her return home, "don't you know, I
saw the funniest sewing machine
But I am pretty heavy."
down to papa's office. It sewed A, B,
Nine out of every ten servant girls C's!" Lippincott's.
in Germany have money in the banks.
We might say in passing that the serEyes of Snails and Fishes.
vant glr! has the only sure
Snails have eyes at the ends of
scheme on earth.
tubes, which they can project like
guns from a turret, enabling them to
A New York court has decided that see in ail directions nt once, whereas
a marriage contract entered into three most fishes being without necks
years ago by an opera singer and a have to turn their entire body to see
lawyer is null and void. Now they more than a small part of their surwill not have to get divorced.
roundings.

After Many Years.
The grandfather sat in his easy
chair and the grandson laughed:
"Ho!
Ho!" while he tepeated the
very latest Joke but It filled his heart
with woe, when the old man sadly
smiled and said: "My boy, that's a
good joke, I know; I laughed myself
when I heard it first some fifty years

honey-combe-

d

one-tent- h

;

money lit

private
Wonderful Paris.
life. Russel Sage has announced his
Paris! Paris! No other city knows
Intention of retiring to private life.
how to amuse itself. The passing of
Atlanta Journal.
so pitiless, here
There will be when Russell Sage time elsewhere
brings but a succession of feast days,
retire.
which follow so rapidly and closely
one has hardly time to count
that
to
have
is
woman
who
Chicago
The
Journal ties Debats.
them.
alimony,
even
she
if
$400 a month
marries again, will probably not have
If
to advertUe In any of the matrimonial
Wc can all be millionaires of love
Journals for the purpose of finding a
new affinity.
and live in calm content If we can
Just pay the house rent, and the gas
Says the exacting president of Trin- bill, and the grocery bill, and meet the
ity college. Hartford, "Any man who millinery statement and keep the
makes money that represents another children In shoes Gcd bless 'em!
man's loss Is a brigand." Then brigand Atlanta Constitution.
Is a milder term than has been heretofore supposed.
To a Centenarian.
There must be

London Globe.

ago."

Astronomer's Strange Diet.
The eminent French astroflomer,
I.nlande, either really possessed, or
else affected, an excessive fondness
for spiders and caterpillars as articles
of diet, and would eat them with apparent relish. He always carried a
supply of these insects about with
Critic.
him in a bonbonnlere.

Invited Guest Had No Use for the Bill
of Fare.
Judge Brown, whose boyhood home
was In a small New England village,
had the reputation of being a very
man.
He was always
glad to see his old friends, no matter
how rustic they might seem.
C.i one occasion the judge had some
legal business in the capital of his
native state, and there met an old
farmer from his birthplace, who was
taking an unwonted holiday and
looked rather bewildered.
The judge
invited the old man to dine with him
at the hotel.
When the farmer took his heat at
the table one of the waiters laid a
bill of fare before him. The old man
looked at it, and then facing round
to look the waiter squarely in the
face, he said, in a tone than rang
through the (lining room: "No need
Judge
to gimme that, young feller.
Brown cRl'lates to settle my bill. He
came from our town, an' I know his
ways."
kind-hearte-

Cure.
ink has been

l,

first-clas-

s
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Trees Furnish Water.
No one need die of thirst In Australia if eucalyptus trees are near.
By cutting a sapling into sections of
about ten feet and standing them perpendicularly with the small ends
down, half a pint of water may be
obtained in fifteen minutes.

The Engine's Song.
Through the city and forest and field and
glen
I rush with the roaring train;
My strength Is the strength of a thousand men.
My brain is my master's brain.
borrow the senses of lilm within
Who watches the gleaming line;
His pulses I feel through my frame of
steel.
His courage and will are mine.

1

hear, as I swerve on the upland curve,
The cchulng hills rejoice
answer the knell of iny braxen bell,
To
Angora Goat Clip.
The laugn ot my gmnt voice.
What is thought to be a record clip
the golden ray
of mohair from Angora goats has Just Anil white In the glare of
red In the furnace light.
been sold by a company which last MyOrsmoke
is a pillar of cloud by day.
year started a great ranch near Taco-ma- .
A pHUir Ol name uv
Four Track News.
The goats yielded from four to
nine pounds of hair each, a total of
4,500 pounrK
Bad Luck Sure to Follow.
'1 fear," said the lady of the house
as She gazeu acruss me streei uu
Colonial Cents.
more than a thousand moving day, "that the folks who have
That you have lived and Httll are hale
are
There
Beyond life's span so many years,
out over there won't have
An automobile ran away In Portdifferent varieties of Colonial cents. Just moved
Muy Juy In the gratulatlng throng.
But, ah! it moves me unto teuis!
land, Maine, the other day and smashbring from $25 to $310, much luck. They have taken away
of
Some
them
broom, the two things
Because cannot help but feel
ed itself to pieces without having killwhich latter sum was paid not long the cat and the
Within my pitying heart unit sad.
Its makers should not That If, fui sooth, "the good die young," ago at an auction sale for a cent Is- that should always be left In a vacat
ed anybody.
You must have been most
bad!
ed house. I saw Mr. Snorg bring the
omit this fact from the next adversued In New York In 1787.
New York Sun.
broom out to the van and I saw the
prepare.
they
tisement
boy carry away the cat under
eldest
Wording of Commandment.
A Fatal Deficiency.
his coat. If the cat hud followed
.Some New York people who recentThe commandment didn't say "Thou
by
a circular saw, voluntarily to their new home It would
A man was killed
ly sued Thomas W. Lawson for
shalt not He"; it said, "Thou shalt not and in his obituary It r.B stated that
right. But when one
have Just paid him $11,000 to call bear false witness against thy neigh- he was "a good citizen, an upright have been all no
way of transferring
It square. They are probably con- bor." That's a mighty different thing man and an ardent pa; riot, but of lim- moveB there is
a broom without bringing ill luck."
vinced now that there Is something from just plain lying. New York ited information ngardlng
circular New York Sun.
more than wind in frenzied finance.
Times.
I
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They Reap Not, Neither Do They Spin,
but Are Always Busy.
How Is It that birds and beasts
manage to pass through life without
succumbing to ennui, or at least with
out being bored nearly to death? asks
Animals, as a
the Indian Times.
rule, do not loaf; It Is n t thus that
they solve the problem. Loafing is an
art which but few living creatures un
Lizards,
crocodiles and
derstand.
chaprassleB are the greatest authorities on the subject. Animal have acquired the knack of making much
ado about nothing; they have learned
to be very busy without doing anything. This accomplishment obviously differs from that of loafing.
It Is
one which animals have brought to
perfection, and of which many human
beings chiefly women are ery able
exponents. There Is overhead a wasp
busy exploring the holes In the trunk
of a tree. Why he does this he probably does not know; he has no time to
stop and think. He Is quite content
to explore away as though his life depended upon it. Five times within the
last six minutes he has minutely Inspected every portion of the same
hole. All this labor is useless, in a
sense. Without It, however, the wasp
would in all probability die of ennui.
The wasp Is not an isolated case.
Most animals are experts at frittering
away time; they spend much of their
lives In activity doing nothing. Watch
a canary in a cage. He hops backward and forward between two
perches as though he was paid by the
distance for doing so. Look at a butterfly. He leads an aimless existence.
Nevertheless he 'is always busy. A
bee probably visits twenty times as
many floweis in a day as a butterfly;
for all that the butterfly Is always on
the move.
FRIEND
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PELVIC CATARRH WAS

EXHIBITED.

Announcement of Undertaker Rather
Out of Place.
My father was a member for several years of the New Hampshire and
Vermont Methodist Episcopal conferences, says a writer in the Boston
Herald. In common with all country
pastors, he had some laughable experiences, and he never failed to see
the point In each one.
At one time he was called to attend
the funeral of a man who had been
well known and highly respected by
his townspeople. 'Twas a delightful
summer day, and the attendance of
friends was large and crowded the
small farmhouse, so It was decided to
place the casket in the front yard.
The undertaker was a man of good
Intentions, but not gifted in speech,
and when the time came for the
friends to view the remains he electrified the officiating clergyman and
some others by extending the invitation In this manner:
"The house being small, our dead
friend will be exhibited outdoors."

HER LIFE.
SAVED HER.

DESTROYING
PE-RV-N- A

Miss Maria Ihicharme, 183 St. Elizabeth street, Montreal, Can., writes:
"I am satisfied that thousands of
women suffer because they do not realize how bad they really need treatment and feel a natural delicacy in
consulting a physician.
"I felt badly for years, had terrible
pains, and at times was unable to attend to my daily duties. I tried to cure
myself, but finally my attention was
called to an advertisement of Peruna in
a similar case to mine, and I decided to
give it a trial.
My Improvement began gsjtoon as
I started to use Peruna and soon I was
a well woman. I eel that I owe my
life and my health to your wonderful
medicine and gratefully acknowledge
this fact. "Maria Ducharmpr
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ohio, for free medical advice.
All correspondence strictly confidential.

There are in all about half a dozen
lace-bartrees in the world,
because the inner bark yields a natsheet form,
ural lace In ready-madwhich can be made up In serviceable
Only four of
articles of apparel.
these curious species of trees are of
much practical value. Tourists who
have stopped at Hawaii or Samoa
clothing of
may recall the lace-barthe natives clothing of a neat brown
remarkable
when new, of
color
strength and of a fragrant odor, like
The nafreshly cured tobacco leaf.
tive tapa cloth, as It Is called, is made
from the bark of the brusonetla
but It Is cot usually Included
among the real lace bark trees.
k

e

Your Children's
Health
IMPORTANCE).
IB
OF VITAL

A large part of their time is spent in the
schoolroom and it becomes the duty of
every parent and good oitlzen to see to It
that the schoolrooms are free froauullseaf o
breeding germs. Decorate the walls with

''"'WAiltlJiLiiji
sanitary, durable, artistic, and safeguards health.
Cleanly,

Cement

A Rock
dollcato tints.
Docs not rub or scale. Destroys disease
germs and vermin. No washing of walls
after once applied. Any one can brush it
on mix with cold water. The delicate
tints are
and are made with

special reference to the protection ot pupils' eyes. Beware of paper and
g
kalsomines
and
bearing f and ful names and mixed with hot
water. Buy Alabaetine only in five
g

disease-breedin-

pound packages, properly

lain-led- .

Tint card, pretty wall and celling design.
"Hints on Decorating,'' and our artists'
services in making color plans, free.

ALABASTINE CO.,
Orand Rapids, Mich., or 105 Water St, N. T.

k

papi-rifer-

Gasoline Engines
and Pumps
Fr

IRRIGATION and Other

Purpose.

bond Inquiries and specifications

to

Doors.
Out
Just to be out of doors! So still! So
green!
With unbreathed air. Illimitable, clean.
With soft, sweet Bcent of happy growing things.
The leaves' soft flutter, sound of sudden
wings.
The far faint hills, the water TJide between.

THE FLINT-LOMAELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

Here
Breast of the great
we lean
With no conventions hard to Intervene,
Content, with the contentment nature
brings,
Just to be out of doors.

ULil YLfl DLO

ok'

earth-mothe-

And under all the feeling half foreseen
Uf what this lovely world will come to
nu .in
To all of us when the uncounted strings
Are keyed aright, and one clear music

rings

In all our hearts. Joy universal, keen,
Just to be out of doors.
Charlotte (Jllman. In the Cosmopolitan.

One Music Pupil's Handicaps.
A certain teacher of music In a New
England town never allows a chanco
to escape him. One
of
of his pupils, a blind young cripple,
recently passed a stiff examination,
and the delighted music master rushed to the editor of the local paper
with the fact.
He was sorry he did, however,
when this paragraph appeared In the

X

DENVER, COLORADO.
Two blocks south of Union Depot.
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who formerly smeked 10 f Cigars now smoke

LEWIS SINGLE BINDER
STRAIGHT 5 CIGAR
Tour Jobber or direct rom Fsctory, Pearls, 10.
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and Skin BUmedy

Purities, Thn Heals

I

Pimples,
Posltltsly cures Ec.ems.sua
j 1
Kru pilous, Insect HUM
,.( tbn iklu. An absuluU cur.
'for Dandruff or Sculp dlMsses.
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dining-room- ,

Mleeptng-roo-

niee ere .rmiuie-som- e
'lean .neat,
will not sollor lurs any thing.
lu
Try them ones,
you will never bu
without them. If
not kept by deal-eraent prepaid
is
for Sue.nil n.ii...,
Se-k.lk

journal:
"Our young townsman, who, besides being blind has lost the use of
his legs, was prepared for this exami
nation by Mr. B. , a local teacher of
Yet, despite all these handi
music.
caps, be came out of the ordeal with
flying colors."

saws."
No Room for Argument.
Shields.
Use
Atkinson boldly reoperators In the London
"What Ib life?" asked the professor.
The
Oldest Lighthouse in Use.
Vhe Difference.
news his assertion that $66 a year is
'The absence of death," answered
enough for a woman to dress on. But
The lighthouse at Corunna, Spain,
"Grandpa, what's the difference be- hospital used to be Injured occasionphilosophical student from the
haB
nothing
rays,
but
fresh
the
by
ally
one
In
the
now
be
oldest
the
In
to
United
woman
any
Is
you
believed
the
give
States
if
It
tween
ind a rooster?" "I
of wilds of Westwood.
dresses on that sum there Is only one use. It was erected during the reign up." "A rooster has a comb, and you happened since the Introduction
And the professor let It go at that
shields a year ago. These
reason for it. She can't raise more of Trajan, and rebuilt in 1634.
don't need any." London Telegraph- - the
Cincinnati Enquirer.
shields are made of thick glass conthan $65.
high percentage of lead.
a
taining
Cotton.
of
Output
Immenvt
Tle Way of Life.
An Effect to Hear.
A Connecticut man who .'ell downTo matw if us Life is rude
The cotton factories In Lancashire
"Is that the girl you have had so
They Do.
And Joy a fleeting bubble:
stairs and broke both his legs finds spin enough thread Ik six seconds to
The only time our credit's good
De Style Russian soldiers get only long?"
now that he is getting well that his go round the world.
Is wh it we borrow trouble.
"Yea."
cents per month.
twelve
which
from
be
had sufrheumatism,
very flat ars Bhe has."
"What
get
they
Well,
a
run
for
Ounbusta
fered for twenty years, has left him.
Barr.iaids Under Ban.
flattened them listening at
she
"Yes
in Berlin.
Telephones
they.
mouey,
New
York
don't
their
The new cure is too vtdlent, however,
It is unlawful in Norway for women
86,000 telephone connec
has
Berlin
Times.
to be generally popular.
or girls to eerve In public houses.
Hons.
Hon.

DUCHARME.

MARIA

Every Woman in America it Interested
in This Young Girl's Experience.

Lace-Bar-

Easily Cured of "Cancer."
A New Yorker who recently lost
his father from cancer of the throat
seemed suddenly afflicted with the

same disease.
His throat bothered
him incessantly, his speech became aldisOrdinary black
most unintelligible and he grew hagcovered to be a sovereign remedy for gard and thin from anxiety and pain.
scalds. It bids fair to become a cure-al- Most of all he missed his cigars, for
as it has long been known both as his physician at once cut off all smoksedaa powerful Irritant, a
ing. One day he met an old college
tive for the removal of freckles from friend who had developed into a sucreputations, while as a boosting tonic cessful dentist. In the course of their
it stands unrivaled.
first conversation the patient mentioned that he had been having sore
trouble with the plate attached to an
Are School Children Overworked?
A distinguished German expert In upper set of false teeth.
,
A large and complicated bridge was
school hygiene, Dr.
of Halle, has found the number of finally inserted and the plate discard
sick among the children attending ed. To the patient's amazement, the
morning and afternoon sessions by throat trouble disappeared along with
greater than among children the plate.
f
who attend sessions in the forenoon
A Great

ANIMALS

THE DEAD
JUDGE BROWN WOULD SETTLE.

It la thought that the latest racing
Irish Alphabet.
automobile, now in New York, may
The Irish language has only eighteen
be able to go a mile in thirty seconds letters. Sometimes each letter is
but not on the public roads, we written separately and not joined
hope.
together. The chief difficulty in learning Irish is that there i r ? InnumerAn eminent neurologist having
able
abbrevatlons for words and
declared that men are being killed by
The Irish language is
"wine, women and worry," a lot of phrases. the words rarely being a key
men will promptly try to cut out the
to the correct pronunciation.
worry.

ness.

And thU cradle is the most useful
and, in a way, the most inhabited
ctadle in the world. Day after day.
and year after year, It is the recipient
of more small wayfaring souls than
any other cradle In the history of the
race. In It the real children of sorrow
are placed and over it more tears are
shed than if it were an open grave.
It is the place where annually 1,200
foundlings are placed the silent witness of more heartbreaking scenes
than any other cradle since the world
began.
years
For nearly thirty-fivIt has stood where it does
open, while as many
thousand mothers have stolen shamefacedly In and after looking hopelessly about, have laid their helpless offspring within Its depths.
years, summer and
For thirty-fivwinter, In the bitterest cold and the
most stifling heat, It has seen them
come the poor, the rich; the humble,
the proud; the' beautiful, the homely
and one by one they have laid their
children down and brooded over them,
whether it were possible for human
love to make so great a sacrifice and
yet not die.
Still the tragedy repeats itself and,
year after year and day after day, the
unlocked
door 1b opened and dethroned virtue enters the victim of
Ignorance and passion and affection,
and a child is robbed of an honorable
home. Tom Watson's Magazine.
e

followed
in eastgfQ Asia, .Is as odd a calling as
anyThe natives prefer black teeth
r
to th& whiter kind, and the
with a little box of brisfhes
and coloring matter calls on his customers and stains their teeth. The
process is not unlike that of blacking
a boot, for a fine poll A is given to the
teeth. The pigment A harmless
The

the cradle of tears.
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HER WEAKNESS

NAVAL HISTORY OF
WAR BEFORE THE LAST GREAT BATTLE
RUSSO-JAPANES-

MEXICO.

HOT FLASHES AND SINKING SPELLS
CONQUERED AT LABT.
Mm. Murphy Tells Tier
How She Got Kid of

SENTENCE

"I

Patience is not paralysis.
Works are the best words.

Faith

Is

Fellow-Suffer-

l".,. Troubles
by Slmplo llama Treatment.
had been bothered for several
years, " said Mrs. Murphy, "by stomach
disorder, and finally I became very weak
and nervous. Flashes of heat would
pass over me, and I wonld feel as if I
was sinking down. At such times I
conld not do any household work, but
Would have to lie down, and afterwards
I would have very trying uervons spells. "
" Didn't you have a doctor?" she vaa
asked.
" Yes, I consulted several doctors bnt
my health did not improve. One day a
friend asked me why I did not try Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills. She assured me
that they had proved of the greatest benefit in the case of her daughter. In fact,
she praised tbem so enthusiastically that
my husband got me a box."
"And what was the result ?"
" Before I had taken half of the first
box my condition wns greatly improved.
The qnickness with which they reached
ami relieved all my troubles was really
surprising. After I hnd used only three
s
boxes I had no more
or
weak spells. Thanks to them, I have
become a well woman."
Mrs. Mary D. Mnrphy lives at No,
1903 Force street, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, the remedy
which she found so satisfactory, furnish
directly to the blood the elements that
give vigor to every tissue of the body.
They can be depended on to revive failing strength, aud to banish nervousness. Their tonio properties ore abso-

SERMONS.

Prejudice puts the heart

GONE

E

Diogenes Again.
The old man with a lantern was
pokl"e shout the streets of Baltimore.
"What!" cried a citizen, tn amazement, mii hunting that honest man?"
"Nah!" replied Diogenes (for It was
he) In disgust. "I found him long ago
hadn't you heard of the fellow that
paid his taxes when he hadn't been assessed? What I'm hunting now is the
Marylander who Is opposed to giving
the cruiser Maryland a Bllver service,
and I'm about to give it up
a hopeless task." Baltimore American.

in prison.

turning the face toward

God.

He who makes friends makes
tune.

for-

The best biographies are those on
two feet.

n

Little courtesies are the wayside
flowers of life.

There's more religion in a whistle
than In a whine.

Flying Start.
"Did you ask papa?"
"I certainly did. You can't bluff
me."
"Well, how did he take it?"
"His manner of taking It gave me

Virtue becomes a vice as soon as
yon are vain of it.

The torch of truth wanes dim when
the winds of opposition die.

Not His Fault.

The cloth nay make the clergy, but
the man makes the minister.
A failure at practicing is often
strued as a call to go preaching.

heat-fashe-

quite a start."
"What did he say that gave you a
start?"
"It was not so much what he said
as what he did."

Education is more than a preparation for life; it is a life.

con-

One man's salvation can never
pend on another man's shibboleth.

lutely unsurpassed.
As soon as there is drag, or dizziness, or
pallor, or poor circulation, or disordered

de-

ADMIRAL T0G0'8 FLAG8H IP, THE MIKASA, IN ACTION.
Drawn fiom Cabled Descriptions of the Bat tie.
GREAT
OF
NAVAL
CONFLICTS
teen, with a total tonnage of 35,208
Retvisan, sunk by gun fire.
Some men are born fools, but It
Poltava, holed and sunk.
tons.
THE PRE8ENT WAR.
takes a lot of labor to make a dude.
Feb. 8, 1904 First attack by the
Pallada, torpedoed and half subJapanese on the Port Arthur squad- merged.
SUMMARY OF RUSSIAN LOSSES
Sanctlficatlon Is more than sorrow ron,
IN RECENT BATTLE.
Russian battleships Retvisan
Blown Up at Chemulpo.
that others are not as good as you and the
Czarevitch and cruiser Pallada
Variag, first wrecked by Japanese Mtn killed
5,105
are.
being holed by torpedoes.
Battleships sunk
6
shot.
9
Feb.
Cruiser Variag and gunboat
Cruisers sunk
8
Korietz, hulled by Urin's ships.
Many men are sure they would get
1
practically destroyed at CheMonitor sunk
Sunk In Korea Strait.
to heaven if only they might die in Korietz
mulpo, Korea, in a battle with AdDestroyers sunk
3
Rurik, one of the Vladivostok squadtheir Sunday suits.
1
Repair snip cunk
miral Uriu's ships; Russian command- ron.
ers return to harbor with their vesMen captured
6,437
Sunk Off Saghalien.
Make home a heaven, and the childand blow them up.
2
Novik, one of the Port Arthur ships. Battleships captured
ren will take your word for it as to sels
of
Feb. 9 Long-rangMonitors captured
bombardment
2
Dismantled in Foreign Ports.
the heavenly home.
RusTogo,
1
Destroyer captured
Port Arthur by Admiral
the
Czarevitch, now at Kiaochau.
Escaped
sian battleships Poltava and cruisers
2
Askold, In harbor at Shanghai.
You cannot tell whether a man Is Diana,
Novik and Askold being damRUSSIAN SHIPS SUNK.
Diana, sheltered at Saigon, French
tiumble in heart until you see him aged.
s
Kniaz Souvaroff,
battlewith his inferiors in station.
ship, $5,200,000.
Feb. 14 Japanese destroyers torpeJAPAN.
s
Borodino,
do the Russian battleship Boyarin.
battleship,
Sunk Off Tsu Islands.
Instead of real love being such a
March 10 Engagement between deOne
cruiser.
ladylike thing, it often has blisters on stroyed flotillas, one Russian destroys
Alexander III.,
battleship,
Ten torpedo boat3.
Its feet, corns on its hands, and a er being
$5,200,000.
forts and
Arthur
sunk;
Port
Sunk by Mines.
back that aches with loads of others. town bombarded.
Oslabya,
battleship,
-Hatsuse, went down near Dalny.
Henry F. Cope in Chicago Tribune.
lays
April 12 Japanese
flotilla
of
Arthur.
yashlma,
east
Port
sunk
Navarin,
battleship,
mines outside Port Arthur harbor enWlyaka, lost in Kerr bay.
DINKELSPIELERS.
trance despite sharp resistance.
up Oct. 9.
Halyen,
blown
April 13 Russian squadrov
lured
issoi Veliky, second-clas- s
battleship,
Kefer look a gift automobubble In from Port Arthur harbor; battleship
Rammed and Wrecked.
$3,980,000.
der gasolene.
Yoshlno, sunk in collision by the
Petropavlovsk is blown up, the
Admiral Nakhimoff, armored cruiser,
$2,860,000.
is damaged, and a destroyer is Kasuga, May 15.
Ven a man dresses to kill eferybody sunk;
been
of
has
craft
A
smaller
number
men, including Admiral
750
Dimitri Donskoi, armored cruiser,
is dead on to him.
Makaroff and the artist Verestchagin, lost on both sides, but in this respect $2,110,000.
Japan
Russia is the heaviest sufferer.
go down with the Petropavlovsk.
Vladimir Monomakh, armored cruisA night-sticin der belt saves a
April 16 Port Arthur fortress and lost five transports sunk by the raid- er, $2,080,000.
rtltch in der head.
ing Vladivostok squadron, and lost
Aurora, protected cruiser, $1,800,000.
town again bombarded.
atMay 12 Dalny and Talienwan bom- sixteen other vessels in the four
Spietlana, protected cruiser, $1,380,-000- .
It vas easy to be honest ven you barded by thips under Admiral
tempts that she made to bottle up
doan'd need der money.
Port Arthur.
$1,060,-000- .

digestion, or restlessness, or pains, or irregularities of any kind these famous
pills should be used. They bare cured
the most obstiuato cases of nnaemia, dyspepsia, rheumatism, neuralgia, nervous
prostration and oven part ml purnlysis.
If you desire information specially
suited to your own ense w.ite directly to
the Dr. Willinnis Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N.Y. Every woman should
have a copy of Dr. Willinms' " Plain
Talks to Women. "which will bo mailed
free to any address on request. Any
druggist can supply the pills.

e

No, the average niun doesn't understand classical music and he is proud

of It.

first-clas-

Indo-Chin-

Long Did you give him the high
sign?
Short Well, I did the best I could.
Chicago Journal.

first-clas-

first-clas-

first-clas-

s

first-clas-

s

Big Charlie's Joke.
Charlemagne was in need of

Po-bie-

laughing.

Der man mlt der soapy woice don'd
alvays haf a clean conscience.
Public heroes und bartenders vaa
alvays called by deir falrst names.
Der man dot vaits for fortune to
turn up chenerally gets turned down.
Der ocean has not room enough for
all der sea serpents dot come ould of
a cafe.

June 23 Sortie by the Russian Port
Arthur fleet, in which the Sevastopol,
Pallada, Poltava and Diana are damaged.

July 2 Four Japanese destroyers attempt to enter Port Arthur harbor;
two are sunk and one damaged.
July 9 Another Bortie from Port
Arthur is attempted, but the Russian
ships are driven back by Togo's flotilla.
July 26 Naval fight off Port Arthur
harbor, the Russians claiming to have
disabled three Japanese craft.
Aug. 10 Naval battle off Round
Island, southeast of Port Arthur; Russian fleet dispersed and Admiral
killed; five battleships and a
cruiser return to Port Arthur; three
large Russian war vessels take refuge
In foreign ports.
Aug. 12 Two Japanese destroyers
enter Chefoo harbor and, after a desperate fight, capture the Russian destroyer Ryeshitelnl, which bad taken
refuge there.
Aug. 14 Cruiser Rurik of the Vladivostok squadron sunk in a battle In
Korea strait by Kamimura's ships;
Qromoboi aad Rossla badly damaged.
but escape.
Aug. 21 Cruiser Novik destroyed at
Korsakovsk, Saghalien Island, by two
Japanese cruisers.
fire directed from
Dec.
hill destroys the Russian ships
Peresvlet, Poltava, Retvisan and
and the cruiser Pallada In
Port Arthur harbor.
Wit-soe-

Some people's tongues vould be deef
und dumb if dare vas no scandal in
der vorld to eggserclse dem.
Der man dot does der most talking
abould luff being lntogsicatlng is der
same man dot finds marriage, Ach!
.such a headache! George V. Hobart
'in New York Journal.
NUGGETS

OF GOLD.

Selfishness is death;
ts life.

e

There Is no death in goodness; it is
life everlasting.
Passion le blind; sound Judgment is
copcentrated in light.
Be worthy of yourself at any cost;
you are worthy the price.

cheery face, like a warm temperature, is comforting to invalids.
A

A

little knowledge ably used

Is bet-

ter than a headful without an outlet.
Every man knows the right; but
jany a man lacks sense and grit to
io it.
A dissipated man is a fool to the
corn; he is a body and soul spendthrift.

Every duty which is bidden to wait
returns with seven fresh duties at
Its back.
e

is

A

man should be built from within, not
from without. Chicago American.

ft

LIST OF BIG WAR CRAFT LOST ON
BOTH 8IDE8.
Since the war began the losses in
big ships to the fleets of the belligerents have been as follows:
RUSSIA.
Sunk Off Tsu Islands.
battleship.
Orel,
battleship.
Borodino,
flrst-clas-

s

flrst-clas-

s

Three cruisers, names not learned.
One auxiliary vessel.
Sunk at Port Arthur.
Boyarin, blown up by a mine.

true acquisitions lie in our
charities; we gain only as we give.
Our

Blinms.

pending:
Russian

Ros-nic-

1906;

Ural, volunteer cruiser, $2,800,000.

Irtesslm, auxiliary cruiser,
Admiral Oushakoff,

monitor,

$1!l00,-000-

.

$2,050,-000-

.

Kamtschatka, repair ship, $2,600,000.
Destroyers, three unnamed, $1,080,-000-

.

Redington, Jan.

12, 1905.

Dutch Wilhelmina, Jan. 16. 1905;
Bawtry, Jan. 17, 1905; Oakley, Jan. 18,
1905.

Most of the foregoing twenty-thresteamers are fine vessels. No merchant steamer flying the Russian flag,
nor any merchant vessel of
n

nationality carrying contraband

of war, has been sunk by the
In addition to the foregoing,
two sailing vessels were captured in
February, 1904, namely, the Nadegita
and the Bobrick.
Vessels Sunk by Russians.
The Japanese steam vessels sunk
by the Russians were as follows:
Nagano-urMaru, Feb. 11, 1904;
Hanyel Maru, Marsh 26, 1904; Goyo
Maru, April 25, 1904; Klnshu Maru,
April 26, 1904; Haginoura Maru, April
26, 1904; Hitachi Maru, June 15, 1904;
mm Maru, June 15, 1904;
Seisho
Maru, June 30, 1904; Takashlma Maru.
The vessels sunk by the Japanese
for the purpose of blocking the harbor of Port Arthur numbered seven- a

monitor,

Gen. Ad. Apraxine, monitor,

captured,

girl."

Puck.

Never Touched Him.
Goodley "Poor fellow!
His story
was very affecting wasn't it?"
Hardart "Yes, but it didn't affect
my pocketbook."

severely

Not On Time.
"Mamma," called a Wilson avenue
tot from the top of the stairs, "come
an' stay with me till I get to sleep
I'm frightened!"
"Didn't I tell you," was the reply,
"that there was no need to be airaid,
because God would be with you?"
"Yes, you did but He ain't showed
up." Cleveland Leader.

wounded, after escaping from sinking
flagship Kniaz Souvaroff.
Rear Admiral Enquist, second in
command, captured, severely wounded, after escaping from Kniaz Souvaroff,

Rear Admiral Voelkersam,

To abolish

such open and

"Tariffs Mould be based on commerthe
cial principles, inking into account
the
special conditions which bear upon rencommercial
value of the services
dered. With the reservation thut rates
hall he charged without arbitrary discrimination to all shippers alike under
like conditions, the making of rates
should as far as possible nave all tho
elasticity necessary to permit the development of the traffic and to produce the
greatest results to the public and to the
railroads themselves."
The present proposal is, as Mr.
Walker D. Hines of Louisville showed
in his remarkable testimony the other
day before the Senate Committee at
Washington, to crystallize flexible and
Justly discriminatory rates into fixed
government rates which cannot be
changed except by the Intervention of
some government tribunal, and by this
very process to Increase "the temptation to depart from the published rate
and the lawful rate in order to meet
some overpowering and urgent commercial condition." New York Sun.

r

.

Bsdovi, destroyer, $360,000.
RUSSIAN SHIPS ESCAPED.
Almaz, protected cruiser, $1,080,000.
Grozny, destroyer, $360,000.
FATE OF RUSSIAN COMMANDERS.
Rojestvensky, commaVice Admiral
nder-in-chief,

comman-

der of second division, captured after
escaping from sinking Sissoi Veliky.
Rumored at St. Petersburg that he is
dead.

This distinction between just and
unjust discrimination is clearly recognized In the conclusions of the International Railway Congress, published
yeslerday:

Never Judge a man's knovledge of
human nature by the opinion lie has of
himself.

Reassuring.

Rear Admiral Nebogatoff, commander third division, surrendered on
board the Nikolai I.
Roshinoff,
commander of
Capt.
Cruiser Nakhimoff, picked up by Japanese boats, exhausted after swimming several hours.
Staff officers of the flagship Kr.laz
Souvaroff taken prisoners while trying
to escape on destroyer Bsdovi.
Captain and staff of battleships Orel
and Nikolai I. and six cruisers taken
prisoners.

Our tea is sound; our advice is sound. Our advice
is as sound as our tea.
Your grocer returns jour money If jou don't
like Schilling's Best.

Edyth Are you going to Niagara
Falls on your wedding trip? Babette
No. I went there on my two previous
wedding trips and I believe it's a hoodoo!

LOSSES BY JAPANESE.
Reported by Togo None of fleet
seriously injured; casualties of first
No other
division more than 400.

When You Buy Starch
buy Defiance and get the best, IS os,
for 10 cents. Once used, always used.

casualties reported.

d
When a
boy was asked by the teacher in
what year he was born, he said that he.
never was born, lie "had a stepmother."
Mrs. Wlnglow'g (toothing Myron,
the gums, reduoea n
for children teething, tofums
IgtcabolUe.
cures IuuOuIIl.
stupid-lookin-

Fighting Strength of Nations.
In Brassey's "Naval Annual"
for
1906, which has just appeared, the
figures on effective fighting shipB of
the five great nations are as follows:
Great Britain, all ships, 178; battle-shop65; France, all ships, 93; battleships, 36; Unted States, all ships,
75;
battleships, 36; Germany, all
ships, 69; battleships, 36; Russia, all
ships, 44; battleships, 26. As to
battleships the figures are:
Great Britain, 60; France. 17; United
States, 26; Germany, 22; Russia, 111.
flrst-clas-

of "un-

Guaranty.
Grabbenheimer (tearfully)
Bromise, bromise me, mein dear boy,
dot you vill mke mein daughter
(briskly) I
Nickclbaum
guarantees berfect sadisfaction, Mees-teGrabbenheimer, or I returns der

$2,050-00-

$2,050,-000-

spcal-.'n-

tory.

happy.
Young

$2,650,000.

Seniavin,

in

any work."
"Oh, I see. It's like those pay gas
meters. The people have to pay the
money before they get any gas."
Yonkers Statesman.
Old

RUSSIAN SHIPS CAPTURED.
s
Orel,
battleship, $5,200,000.
Nikolai I., second-clas- s
battleship,
Admiral

to deal.

Paying for Gas.

first-clas-

1904;
Mukden, Feb.
Rossla, Feb. 7, 1904; Argun, Feb. 7.
1904; Nicolai, Feb. 10, 1904; Michael,
Feb. 10,
Feb. 1G, 1904; Alexander,
1904, Manjuria, Feb. 17, 1904;
Ekaterinoslav,
Feb. 10, 1904;
Feb. 6, 1904; Jurldea, Feb. 17, 1904;
Manjuria (second of the name), Feb. 9,
1904; Kotlk, Feb. 10, 1904; Talia,
April 13, 1904.
French George, Aug. 19. 1904.
German Fuhping, Oct. 12, 1904.
British Veteran, December, 1904;
December, 1904; King Arthur,
Rosalie, Jan. 11,
1904;
December,
6,

Fighting Tuberculosis.
Remarkable results in curing children of tuberculosis are being obtained by the fresh air treatment at
Coney Island, according to Health
Commissioner Thomas Darlington of
New York. The treatment at Sea
Breeze, West Coney Island, is the
modern hygienic one fresh air, sunshine, rest and good food The chilappearance; early riser and
good references required." dren are kept in open pavilions or
The wage of this paragon is to be $60 tents and soon show improvement.
a year, but be must lodge out and The Association for Improving the
furnish his own meals, except dinner. Condition of the Poor is in charge.

Chance for Model Young Man.
An advertiser in the Wimbledon
(Eng.) Gazette wants "a lad about
twenty; must be a churchman, of good
education, who can drive a horse and
cart, assist in the stable and garden
(melons and cucumbers), milk cows
and understand pigs; must be accustomed to wait at table and of gentle-uanl-

y

GEMS OF THOUGHT.

MERCHANT VESSELS CAPTURED
AND SUNK.
From the beginning of the war until Jan. 23 last the following vessels
had been taken by the Japanese, according to a report sent from Tokio
by Mr. Griscom, the United States
minister. In some cases, however,
protests against confiscation are still

Mr. Spencer,

justly discriminatory" rates and devices, makes a distinction which is at
once apparent to common sense. There
may be discrimination in freight rates
which is Just, reasonable and imperatively required by the complex commercial and geographical conditions
with which expert rate makers have

honest discrimination might paralyze
hat is a retainer, pop?"
"A retainer, my son, is the money the industries of cities, states and
people pay us lawyers before we do whole sections of our national terri-

Jemtchug, protected cruiser,

Ven some peoples haf nuddlngs' to
jay dey talk abould eferyding.

amuse-

ment.
"Why," they asked him, "do you
have such a large number of court jesters in constant attendance on your
royal person?"
"Because," he replied with a right
regal chuckle, "I could not earn the
surname of 'The Great' were I not
careful to keep my wits about me."
It is said that the courtiers died

Just Discrimination in Railway Rates.
All railroad men qualified to Bpeak
on the subject la a responsible way
are likely to agree with President
Samuel Spencer of the Southern Railway when he says: "There is.no division of opinion as to the desirability
of stopping all secret or unjustly discriminatory devices and practises of
whatsoever character."

s

Miss Antique Is this Dr. Killmore?
Dr. Killmore Yes, madam; you're
Mfe. I'm not Dr. Osier.
Heaven on This Side the Styx.
The single aunt You should be
most assiduous to keep yourself unspotted from the world, Cornelia. You
are solicitous, are you not, to enter
heaven after you cross the river?
Tho bud Yes. But, auntie, I'm not
averse to a little heaven on this side.
Puck.

BaidumUou, ell

twelve-year-ol-

l'tlu,

of life diamonds are
trumps only when a man has a guo4
deal.

In the game

TEA
Is it tea that makes the Jap?
What makes a Russian?
The unfortunate man's
live a long way off.

friends

ys

bridge: over Mississippi

triumph of builder's

FRESH-AI-
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TREATMENT

Facts Are Stubborn Things

Most Potent Meant? of Restoring Consumptive

Patients

to Health

Uniform excellent, quality for over a quarter of a
bas Hteadily increased the soles of LION COFFEE,

Century
Dr. F. R. Walters In his study on
the various sanatoria for consumptives
life the keynote of
calls the open-ai- r
sanatorium treatment. He further
says that the patient, Instead of being
kept In a carefully warmed room ventilated from other parts of the house,
according to the popular notions of
old, lives In the open ilr from morning till night, at all seasons and in all
k of fresh air Is the
weathers.
greatest predisposing cause of consumption; fresh air 1b the most potent means of restoring him to health.
Now this prescription Is very easy
to carry out In dry climates such aB
those of Egypt, the Alpine health resorts, South Africa or Colorado; but
It requires special arrangements and
special precautions in a damp and
rainy climate. The credit of showing
how this may be accomplished belongs
mainly to Brehmenr, Dettweiler and
method
their followers. The open-ai- r
may perfectly well be carried out In
any climate which is healthy for those
who are not consumptive. Ab Leon
Petit observes: "Here the climate
may help the cure, . . . there it
may hinder It; but It only exerts a
secondary Influence on the treatment."
(1) Moreover, Just as the pleasantest
climates are not always those which
are best for healthy people. (2) so it
may be that the most pleasant climates for an
life where the
air is warm and dry and little rain
falls are not beBt for those consumptives who have later on to return to
a leas favored place. It Is bracing
climates rather than warm and equable ones which have the greatest influence in restoring the consumptive
to health, In all but exceptional cases.
treatment, a four
For the open-ai- r
fold shelter should be provided against
wind, excessive cold, extreme sun heat
and rain. Wind raises dust, increases
cough in consumptives, and intensifies
the chilling effects of cold. The foreign sanatoria with few exceptions
have both natural and artificial shelter
against wind. Cold within certain limits is useful to the consumptive; but
it should be a windless cold, and suited to the individual power of reacAs damp intensifies the clition.
matic effect of both heat and cold, the
chilly consumptive will be able to
withstand a lower temperature in a
dry than in a humid climate. Protection against rain and snow will seem
to most people an obvious necessity,
although at Nordach rain is often disregarded. It is not enough to provide
resting places in the sanatorium
which are protected against rain. At
certain stages exercise is imperative,
and sheltered paths and open covered
corridors are needed for exercise in
rainy weather. At Falkmstein there
Is such a corridor 200 feet long.
In places where the sun's rays are
very powerful, as at Canigou in the
Pyrenees, direct exposure to the sun
Is found to Increase the tendency to
fever. Even at Hohenhonnef on the
Rhine, which is not far south, a large
verandah has been provided which in
hot weather can be a tificially cooled
by a ' stream of water. Protection
against wind and weather is afforded
in most santoiia by large verandas,
I

$
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Bridge building on the Mississippi
river has never been attended with
no many distinguishing features interesting to workers in many lines as
fci." the new structure at Thebes, 111.,
which was opened to the traffic of
five railroads May 26.
This bridge forms a new and great
gateway from Chicago to the southwest.
It has cost $3,000,000.
It has cost sixteen human lives.
It has required three years to
build It.
f
It is built at a grade of only
of 1 per cent.
It has no draw and clears boats at
high water mark.
It is four miles long counting the
approaches in both states.
It has twelve of the largest concrete arches on the Mississippi.
It is the only bridge that took Its
Bteel superstructure from two floating trains of ten and twelve cars each.
It Is the only bridge that built its
pneumatic caissons on barges whence
they were launched into the river.
It is the only bridge that was built
by a special company formed of five
general managers of five great railway systems.
Its grade is such as to make It
to double St.
freight across the Mississippi.
It required the use of 73.000 barrels
of cement. It used up 14,000 tons of
one-hal-

TO TEACH KING OF SPAIN.
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steel. The double track may be crowd
ed with the heaviest locomotives its
whole length without taxing Its ca-

pacity.
It has rejuvenated one of the old
est Illinois towns and caused a new
one to be built In Missouri.
It has caused the building of an Illinois railroad 1Z9 miles long at a grade
of but seven feet to the mile.
It is approached by one road that Is
required to pass around a loop twenty
miles in circumference In order to
reach its level.
It is a triumph of engineering skill.
The low grade of the bridge Is Its
predominating feature. Before It was
built the bridge at Memphis was sold
to be the lowest on the river. It is
1
per cent on one side of the river
per cent on the other side.
and 1
The Thebes bridge has been built and
f
of
approached at a grade of
1 per cent.
Both of the St. Louis
bridges have steeper grades.
It is claimed that on account of this
grade feature a large tonnage of
fi eight will be diverted from Memphis and St. Louis; that the great bulk
of the southwestern lines of the Gould
system will be brought across at
Thebes, and some of the southwestern
freight destined for St. Louis will
cross the river on the new bridge,
run up the east side of the river in
Illinois, and then be sent back Into
Missouri at East St. Louis.
one-hal-
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A

GREAT

STATESMAN.

American Youth Chosen as Instructor
for Monarch.
Ralph Ray of Lancaster, Wi8., not
yet quite 18 years old. has an engagement to become a member of the
household of the king of Spain and to
be the king's American instructor.
Ralph Is the son of a buyer and shipper of stock. He graduated at the
high school at Lancaster last year.
employed for nine
He has been
months as a bookkeeper with the Lee
Live Stock Commission company of
the Chicago stock yards. He had
studied Spanish a little and there met
with the assistant consul of Spain,
with whom he studied more. There
also he met a Spanish count who was

Capacity of Premier of Canada Universally Conceded.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, premier of Canada, is frequently referred to as perhaps the greatest statesman In all the"
British empire, regarded either as
leader of the people, public speaker
or authority on parliamentary usage.
Tall, thin and straight as an arrow,
with countenance mild, serious and
sympathetic and a large,
brow, Indicative of strength of
mind and resourcefulness of purpose,
the Canadian prime minister, when he
rises to address a public gathering, at
once commands attention. His father
was a poor surveyor in the parish of
St. Lin, where Sir Wilfrid was born in
looking for an American to go and in1841.
This
a Scotch settlement,
struct the king in American ways and and from a schoolmaster and merbusiness. The count was favorably chant of that nationality the youth
recommended
Impressed and
the learned regarding the achievements
of the liberal party In Great Britain.
He frequently declares that much of
his success is due to the lessons
drawn from what he heard from these
two men In his boyhood days.

Great French Foreign Minister.
Delcasse, the French minister
of foreign affairs, is now In his
year. His appearance is not at
all striking except possibly for the
negative reason alleged by M. Roche-for- t
and the caricaturists, though
when the pasquinading editor of the
Intranslgeant describes him as "standing on his three Inches of little legs"
there is obvious exaggeration. Yet In a
nation not noted for stature M. Delcasse is conspicuously small. But on
the other hand, he is wiry and tough.
His round head,
hair,
keen eyes, retrousse nose, bristling
mustache and locked mouth are thoBe
of a tighter, and, moreover, his whole
appearance suggests a man capable of
M.

fifty-thir-

d

close-croppe- d

much toil.
young man as such instructor. Money
has been supplied to him by the con-u- l
to pay his way to Spain.

Evans May
Politic.
There is a rumor in Tennessee that
H. Clay Evans, who Is shortly to return from Ixmdon, 1b to be the Republican candidate next year for governor. His home is at Chattanooga and
he Is very much respected In the state.
As a business man he was long Identified with the development of the
commonwealth and as an active politician he bas long been well known
to the people. He Is still In the prime
of life, Is a capital mixer, and a call
to arms again by the men he has several times led In party contests might
Hod him not Indisposed to respond.
Another Mile of Boiling.
During a recent Journey to Washington Representative "Tim" Sullivan
of New York desired the dusky attendant In the buffet car to fetch him
eggs. When
tbey
some
were brought the New York man at
once perceived that the eggs were
very much underdone. "What time
re we making on this train?" asked
fifty
"About
he of the attendant.
miles an hour, sir," was the reply.
"Then," quietly observed Sullivan,
"If you will boil these eggs another
nil they'll be ail right."
soft-boile-

Germans Going to Canada.
N. Kaumanns, an expert connected
with the agricultural department of
Germany, is In this country investigating conditions among his countrymen.
He says the more desirable German

immigrants are not settling In the
United States, but are going to Canada. This is because many of them
have been deceived by land boomers,
who have sent all sorts of
literature to German hamlets and
villages. When the immigrant arrives
he finds that the promises on which
he relied cannot be redeemed. As a
result Germans of the better agricultural sort are going to Canada, and
some time must elapse before confidence can be restored.
Works Without Fear.
Dr. Wilfred T. Orenfell of the Roy-

al national mission to

deep-se-

a

fish-

ermen, practices along the rugged
coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador.
His professional round Is 2,000 miles
in extent, every foot of which Is dangerous In the extreme to the unacquainted mariner. Even the natives
sail with their lives In their hands,
and Dr. Grenfell, on his missions o(
mercy, often calls upon the crew of
his boat to face perils which even
daunt them. Wherever he goes he Ic
physician, minister and lawgiver.

The leader of all package coUees.

A solution of copperas (sulphate of Iron) will have the same result. Lastly, the floor should be supplied with absorbent litter, which

monla.

Lion Coffee
is now used in millions of homes. Such
popular aueecHS speaks for itself. It. is a
positive proof that LION COFFEE has the

should be removed when It Is soiled.
should be provided In
VentHatlon
such a way as to avoid cold drafts
Small openings, which may be easily
closed with a slide, may be made In
the outer wall near the floor, and

Confidence of the people.
The uniform quality of LION
COFFEE survives all opposition.

similar ones near the celling, or
the roof, through which the foul air
can escape. Pure air Is of the utmost
of
Importance to the
horses."
In

keeps Its old friends and
makes new ones every day.

LION COFFEE

LION COFFEE has even more
than Its Strength. Flavor and Quality to commend It. On arrival from
the plantation, It Is carefully roasted at our lactorles and securely

well-bein-

Insomnia.

This very common condition Is
most often due to six o'clock dinners
or eating In the evening. To secure
so'.ind sleep, no food should be taken
after 4 p. m., or at least nothing more
than a little ripe stewed fruit, without
cream, and with as little sugar as pos
sible, better with none. Oranges or
someother juicy fruit are preferable
for an evening's lunch. Avoid bread
and butter or milk, and similar arti
cles which digest slowly. Fruit Juices
and completely predlgested food Bub
stances may be added In moderation
Tea and coffee also produce sleep
lessness. Sedentary habits conduce
to sleeplessness by promoting the accumulation of uric acid, which Is a
nerve excitant, and gives rise to restlessness and disturbing dreams.
Said the wise man, "The sleep of
the laboring man Is sweet." Eccl. 6:12.
Gentle fatigue produced by exercise
out of doors is wonderfully effective
A
as a means of producing sleep.
prolonged hath, fifteen to forty minutes, or even longer If necessary, at
a temperature of 92 degrees to 95 degrees F., taken just before retiring, is
an excellent remedy for sleeplessness. The moist abdominal bandage,
consisting of a towel wrung quite dry
out of cold water and wound around
the body, covered snugly with mackintosh and then with flannel In sufficient quantity to keep It warm, Is an
exceedingly helpful measure in pro
ducing sleep in cases in which sleepof blood In
lessness is due to
the brain. Care must be taken to
keep the feet warm. If necessary, a
hot bag may be applied to the feet or
a moist pack to each leg. If the head
is hot, a cool compress may be applied.

packed In 1 lb. sealed packages, ft.O
and not opened again until needed
lor use In the home. This precludes
the possibility ol adulteration or contact with germs, dirt,
dust. Insects or unclean hands. The absolute purity ol
LION COFFEE Is therefore guaranteed to the consumer.
Sold only in

1

lb. packages.

Save these

on every package.
d
for valuable premiums.

Lion-hea-

Lion-hea-

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE

Natu ral
Flavor

FoodProducte

The pptlitnB flror and Atlifrtuff quality of I.IBHVM POTTF.l) AND DKVILED MEATS la
dua to tho skill of tha Libuy uhafa and to tha imnij and atrtmffth uf th i tiered imtl uwd.

Libby's '

food Products

For BreakfskSt, Dinner and Supper.
Boneless Chicken
Corned Beef Ha.sK
Brisket Beof
Soups
Veal Loa.f
Vienna. Sotusane
your
Thty art ready tojmrOt
Grocer haj thorn
Llbby. McNeill & Llbby,

Still Saws Wood at 91.
The Rev. Jacob Chapman of Exeter,
N. H., is the only nonagenarian, and
one of the few clergymen in New
Hampshire who saw all the wood used
in their stoves for cooking and heating purposes. The amount of wood
used by a family during the long New
Hampshire winters is something enormous, yet Mr. Chapman goes out into
the woodshed every day and saws almost enough to keep the parlor and
bedroom stoves well supplied, as well
as to furnish what is needed for the

Chlcuo

WINCHESTER
"NEW RIVAL" BLACK POWDER SHELLS
The most successful hunters shoot Winchester
" New Rival " Factory Loaded Shotgun
Shells, blue in color, because they can kill
more game with them. Try them and you
will find that they are sure fire, give good
pattern and penetration and are satisfactory
in every way. Order Factory Loaded " New
Rival " Shells. Don't accept any substitute.

kitchen

Mr. Chapman celebrated the 91st
anniversary of his birth this week.
Though never robuf-t- Mr. Chapman's
physical powers are remarkably well
preserved. A day seldom passes In
which may be fitted with movable
which he fails to cut a little wood,
glass screens, as the Adirondack Cot- an exercise which he considers very
tage Sanatorium. In our own climate beneficial. In good weather he takes
it would be useful to have a veranda long walks. His mind Is alert and
with a hollow floor, which could be his memory very retentive.
warmed, as cold and damp can be
He was born in Tamworth, and in
more easily borne If the feet are 1827 entered Phillips F ;eter academy,
kept warm. Other simpler ways are of which he Is the oldest living graduthe provision of hot bottles and warm ate. He was graduated from Dartclothing.
Recumbency also helps a mouth college In 1835, and from
chilly patient, the ;lood circulating
Theological seminary In 1839.
with less cardiac effort in this posi- For many yearB he was a teacher.
tion. According to Dr. Weicker and Since his retirement Mr. Chapman
Dr. Jacoby, the recumbent position has lived here, devoting himself to
also favors the flow of blood to the genealogical research. He has writapices of the lungB. Ic aio'st foreign ten a number of family histories, and
sanatoria summer houses or sun contributed to secular, genealogical
and religious publications. Exchange.
boxes are also provided; at Falken-steisome of these can be rotated according to the direction of the wind.
Why the Body Needs Water.
,
In his experiSomeone has asked "What would be
Dr.
mental sanatorium near Cromer, has the cause of death of a person who
shelters of drank no water?" This subject hat
modified the
our seaside resortb by providing them been studied considerably; animate
have been experimented upon, and
with reversible glass screens.
it is found that without water they
(l) I.oc. cit.. d. 49.
ilM Hermann
Weber and Michael CI. lose their power to eliminate the nat
Foster, article in AllbuttB Syst. of Med.
on "Cllmute In tile Treatment of Dls- - ural poisons; they must have water in
euse."
oruer 10 eliminate luriu, uiueiui
the secretions become too dense.
Stable and Conditions.
Without water, the amount of urea
a
and
of
condition
health
"The
which should be secreted becomes disays
"dethe National Builder,
horse,"
minished, and so with the other se
pend very much upon the kind of cretlons. We need water, not only to
Btable It is kept In. There are horses dissolve the food and carry It along:
which suffer from disease of the eyes, but we need It to dissolve and carry
from coughs, from scratches and out of the system the poisonous and
other skin dlseasej, all of which are worn-ou- t
material of the body, after it
produced by the pungent, foul air In has served Its purpose. Water formi
who
and
others
the stables. Farmers
a circulating medium for carrying subhave horses will take pains to keep stances back and forth in the systheir carriages and harnesses protect- tem, conveying nourishment to the
ed from the strong ammonical air of various parts of the body, bringing
the stables, lest the leather may be back the used-umaterial and carryrotted or the varnish dulled and spot- ing it out by way of excretory ducta.
ted; and at the same time they will
The amount of water dally required
wonder why their horses cough, or is from two to three pints. In very
or hot weather a larger amoii;,: Is needhave weak eyes or
suffer from other diseases which, if ed, as much water Is lost by perspirathey would only think for a few min- tion. If one's diet consists largely of
utes they would readily perceive are the Juices of fruits, the quantity of
due to the foul air the animals are water may be considerably diminished.
compelled to breathe every night in
the year while confined in close, badly
Is Water a Food?
The remedy is
ventilated stables.
Hutchinson, an English authority,
very easy. The stable should be kept who has published the latest and beBt
clean; this will prevent the greater work on foods, Includes water among
part of the mischief, and it should be food substances. Water enters the
well ventilated. The floor should be body, not only aB a solvent, but as des
properly drained, so that the liquid tlned to become a constituent element
will not remain on It, washed off at of tho tissues themrelves. Water adds
least twice a week with plenty of wa- to the energy of the body by Increaster, and then liberally sprinkled with ing the power of the heart, and In
finely ground gypsum (piaster!, which other ways
tr'lfMnf, to the activity
will combine with and destroy the am- - of the tlssi:-- -

1

WOOLSON SPICE CO., Toledo, Ohio.
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DEALERS

ALL

SELL THEM

BICYCLES, FISHING TACKLE g SPORTING GOODS
A

Strictly

First-Clas-

BICYCLE

s

$25.00

Wholesale and Retail.

See Us Before Buying.

Denver, Colo.

BROWN & BECK,

And-ove-

Burton-Fanning-

VACATION RATES
Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, Memphis,
Kansas City, St. Joseph, and many
other eastern points.

:

well-kow-

9

HI
lien.

rlli- - .1. P.
A

One fare plus $2.00 for round trip
May 27, 29, June 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, July
1 to 10
limit October 31st,

Hull,

ict.. A., T,

H..

17IHI
P,
S.
I.IIW Truer St..

Elegant Service on the Santa Fe

0lO

LOW RATES TO LEWIS

8

CLARK EXPOSITION

PORTLAND, 0REC0N

Round Trip
Tj.Yhnihi

oirTO""

from Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Trinidad to Portland. Tacoma, Seattle, Everett,
Victoria and Vancouver, dally until Sept. 1).
$51.00 to Portland and return, on certain dates, one
way through California. Tickets limited 90 days, but
not later than Nov. 30. Stopovers anywhere.
J. C. FERGUSON, General Agent.
Ticket Office 941 17th St., Denver, Colo.
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Sends Souvenirs to All
clergyman who is now
on a trip around the world, ,1s dignifying his remembrance of the folks he
has left at home Dy sending souvenir
postal cardB to every member of his
church and probably
to others in
whom he feels Interested, says the
New Bedford (Mass.) Standard. One
of the complaints about the souvenir
card is that It is an effectual discourager of letter writing and a never-fallinexcuse for laziness In that direction.
But it has its remarkably good
points also. Not everybody has the
faculty for writing letters and those
who have it hate to spare the time
when they are on a sightseeing journey. Besides, all has been said that
can be said about most places which
the tourist visits and his frit ;nds can
better read about them in the magazines and the books of travel. In the
case of a pastor of a large church
like this Brookllne cergyman, he

them a little of the pleasure of the
trip.
To be sure, a good many of the
cards have no claim to be classed
with the artistic and some of them
are not altogether truthful representations of the scenes they are supposed to depict.
But there are many
which are excellent and which are
really worth sending or having. And
It is probable that there will be many
improvements.
We have recently a
Parisian card, evidently a reproduction of an etching by a photographic
process, which wait a beautiful specimen of artistic drawing and which
looks as if It might be accurate In its
fidelity to the streets and structures
which It represents. Such cards as
this are really delightful possessions.
As to the Brookllne clergyman, he Is
nn example of how a vast idea of pleasure can be given to a good many people In a simple way. Nearly everybody who receives one of his cards
will be Interested In the card itself
and everybody will be pleased with
the attention. By far the greater part
of the enjoyment of life comes from
little things and he Is wise who, like
the minister in foreign lands, knows
how to arrange for the pleasure of his
friends at home.

A Brookllne

g

could not be expected

LARGE

with any fair-

ness to write to everybody, and If he
tried to write to a few he would incur
the suspicion of needless partiality.
But the souvenir postal is an admirable device for remembering all the
friends one has and also for giving

Had Read the Scriptures
Uncle Sam came into his own In
an odd manner recently. Deputy Collector J. Castree Williams was at his
desk in the barge office when an elderly man, fashionably dressed, entered
and asked for the collector of the
port, says the New York Mail.
The
visitor was referred to Mr. Wllllnms,
to whom he said:
"When I arrived here from Europe
last year I declared $100 worth ot
goods. I swore that was all I had. I
swore falsely. I l.ad $130 worth of
goods. I was not flush at the time
and I did not think it any harm to
cheat the government. I want to pay
the difference now."
Mr. Williams figured that the extra
$30 worth of goods would have netted
Uncle Sam about $10 and the visitor
pulled out a bill of that denomination
and gave It to the deputy collector.
The latter wanted 10 know the man's
name and the ship he oame in, but
the stranger refused to give any furAs he was going
ther Information.
away he turned to Mr. Williams and

"Lend me your Bible and I'll show
you why 1 came to square matters."
"Lend you what?" inquired Mr. Williams.
"A Bible."
Mr. Williams looked among a mass
of papers and books and finally said
to the stranger:
"We have the law on all subjects

treasury

here

department

records

and everything of that kind but I am
afraid we haven't got any Bible. I'll
try and get one, however."
A messenger was dispatched to the
army building and half a dozen other
places around the Battery in search
of the holy book, but he returned

:

"He that covereth his sins shall
not prosper, but whoso confesseth
and forsaketh them shall have mercy."

said:

Gave Cows for Diamonds
South Africa's first diamonds were
paid for in cows. The story is told by
Joseph B. Robinson, one of the
wealthy pioneers of that country. In
1879 he gave eight oxen and a wagon
loaded with sugar and tobacco to a
native in exchange for a t
gem. "The news spread like
wildfire through ;he countryside that
a white man was giving away wagons
and oxen for bits of stone," he says.
"I set all the natives who came to
work to seek for diamonds on one side
of the Vaal river, and I brought up
my own fifty men to hunt for diamonds among the bushes and scrub
on the other side of the stream.
had bought the land on both sides of
the river, so that I was working my
own property. Next morning at
when I was having my coffee,
I was startled ny a loud
and looking out I saw the whole
gang of my men rushing toward me
In a state of wild excitement.

"One of them had found a diamond
of good size; they all had come to see
what I would do with It. 'What will
you give me for it?' said the finder. 'I
will give you ten cows,' I replied,
and sent the man into the herd to
take his pick. He marked ten of the
best cows as his own. The men had
never dreamed of making such a bargain. Ten cows for a bit of stone!
Off they went again and found diamonds every day. They became rich
and I accumulated a good store of

wenty-three-oar-

precious stones.
"After we had accumulated a large
quantity we decided we would better
send them to Ixmdon.
We made a

1

belt full of small pockets, in each of
which we placed a diamond.
When
the belt was filled my partner giri'.ed
It about his body and started for Cape
Town.
He never took off the belt
until he reached London. And it waa
in this way the first consignment of
African diamonds reached London."

sun-Tls-

halloo-balloo-in- g

The Power of Song
rain-floo- d
from the mountain riven.
It leaped In thunder forth
Hefore Its rush the crass are driven.
The oak uprooted, whirled away!
Awed yet In awe all wildly gladdening
wanderer halm below;
The Htartled rock-born
waters maddenHe hears the.
ing.

world!

Three Reserves
Into
Consolidated
Pike's Peak Forest Reserve
Other Large Reserves.
A considerable expansion of the forest reserve area in the central part of
the state of Colorado has been effected
by three proclamations issued by the
President on May 12, 1905.
By this action the three reserves
heretofore known as the Pike's Peak,
South Platte and Plum Creek forest reserves have been consolidated Into one
reserve, under the name of the Pike's
Peak forest reserve with the inclusion
therein of various additional areas and
the elimination of a small tract, and
two additional adjoining reserves have
been established, under the respective
designations of the Leadville forest
reserve and the Gunnison foreBt reserve.
The Pike's Peak reserve, as it now
stands, embraces an area of 1,681,667
acres; the chief expansion of the boundary having been made on the north,
to Include a region around Mount
Evans of about 279,730 acres, with a
view to remedying. In the interest of
the city of Denver and the South
P.atte valley, 'the shortage of water In
the South Platte river, which has long
been an Increasing trouble as the reThought She Couldn't Live.
gion developB. A considerable exMoravia, N. Y., June 6. Mr. Benjapansion was also made on the south
min Wilson, a highly respected resident
in the interest of the stock raising industry in that region.
of this place, came very near losing
The Leadville forest reserve emhis wife and now that she is cured and
braces 1,219,947 acres and Includes all restored to good health his gratitude
waterof
river
the
Arkansas
knows no bounds. He says:
shed lying north of the south
"My wife has suffered everything
township 51 north of
line
of
the New Mexico principal meridian, with Sugar Diabetes. She has been
sick four years. She doctored with
and the watersheds of Blue and Williams Fork rivers, in the counties of two good doctors but kept growing
Grand, Summit, Lake and Chaffee. It worse. The doctors said she could
not live. She failed from 200 pounds
contains the highest and most important mountain area in the state. In down to 130 pounds. This was her
length this general tract extends about weight when she began to use Dodd's
100 miles from
the town of Buena Kidney Pills, and now she welghB 190,
Vista, one the south, and extending alIs well and feeling
stronger every
most to Sulphur Springs on the north, day.
twenty-fwith an average width of about
"She used to have rheumatism so
ive
miles.
The valley of the Arkansas river, In bad that It would raise great bumps
which Buena Vista is located, and that all over her body and this Is all gone
of the blue river, both of which valleys too.
penetrate the region deeply, have,
"Dodd's Kidney Pills are a
however, been excluded from the re- to those who suffer as my wife did.
serve, In order to avoid embracing They are all that saved her. We can't
open agricultural land.
praise them enough."
The industry of farming, and also
that of stock raising, throughout the
"It's curious," said Uncle Eben, "to
widespread regions watered by the important streams heading in this sec- hear tell 'bout how many geniuses has
tion, will be greatly benefited by the been allowed to starve, an' how many
lazy folks manages to git a llvin' by
establishment of this reserve.
In these reserves It will be the pol- pretendln' to be geniuses."
icy to allow a full utilization of the
forage products and to grant permits
MILK CRUST ON BABY.
to graze the stock which are now ocShould
the Lost All
cupying the ranges.
His Hair Scratched Till
ranges be found to be overstocked the
Blood Ran
Grateful
Mother
number of permits will be gradually
Tells of His Cure by
reduced each year until a proper limit
for 75c.
is reached. By pursuing this course a
more judicious and permanent use of
the ranges will be preserved to the
"When our baby boy was three
stockmen.
months old ho had the milk crust very
The establishment of the Leadville badly on his head, so that all the hair
reserve is also of great Importance to came out, and it itched so bad he
the mining industry, since the need would scratch until the blood ran. I
for carefully controlled use of the remaining timber in that region Is of got a cake of Cutlcura Sopp and a box
I applied the
vital Importance to such mining dis- of Cuticura Ointment.
tricts as the Leadville, Breckenridge Cutlcura and put a thin cap on his
and Montezuma, which are located head, and before I had used half of
the oox It was entirely cured, his hair
within its limits.
The Gunnison forest reserve Includes commenced to grow out nicely again,
901,271 acres of the Gunnison river waand he has had no return of the troutershed in Gunnison, Delta and Mont- ble. (Signed) Mrs. H. P. Holmes,
rose counties. The chief object of the Ashland, Or."
reserve is to insure the success of the
Uncompahgre valley reclamation pro"Can no method be devised to inject, which has in view the irrigation duce people to attend church?" "Well,
in the Uncompahgre valley of, approx- we might pass a law requiring them to
imately, 150,000 acres.
keep away."
In addition to this undertaking and
wanecessity
preserving
for
the usual
ter, range and timber for the general
adjacent population, the development
of immense coal fields also calls for
It is a most mild delight;
the protection of timber supplies in
this region.
but it is a delight good
Cuti-cur-

j

TEA

of song:

I

Hushed are all meaner
him
The dark fate swoops
And while the soother's
flow.
Smoothed every wrinkle
woe!

poweis. and o'er
unhurmlng by;
magie measures
on the brows of

Even as a child, that after pining
For tlie sweet absent mother, hears
Her voice, and round her neck entwining
Young arms, vents all Its soul In tears;
So by harsh custom far estranged.
Along the glad and guileless truck.
To childhood's happy home unchanged
The an lit song wafts the wanderer
, back
Snatched from the cold and formal world,
and prest
By tha great mother to her glowing
breast!
Schiller, Buiwcr's Translation.

the least unclouded,
Portentous, strides upon the scene
Borne fate before from wisdom shrouded.
And awes the startled souls of men
from another,
Before that strangerworld's
gnat ones bow:
Behold how this
As when in hour

One of Ocean's Tragedies
wheel, and rudder were complete.
sailors' kits and dinners were
in the forecastle. In the cabin
a sewing machine with a child's
garment under the needle; and on
the table a
meal. The
and
The
seen
was

half-eate-

l

n

chronometer ticked undisturbed In the
chart room, tho cash box was unrifled.
The log book, pouted to within forty-eighours of the visit, showed the
passage to have been favorable; the
ship's appearance proved there had
been no storm. Evidences of a struggle, or piracy, or murder, there waa
none.
Yet thirteen people had disappeared as If spirited away by some
supernutural agency, and from that
day to this the mystery has never
been unraveled, though
the United
States government spared no effort
to solve it. P. T. McGrath, in l'.v

dure.

Denver

A German

hard-boile-

ald Democrat.

So 8ong like Kate itself Is given
To scare the Idler thouKhts away,
To lift the eaithly up to heaven.
To wake the spirit from the clay!
One with the gods the bard: before him
All things unclean and earthly fly;

Nor wits the souroe from whence they
So. from their high, mysterious founts,
along,
Stream on the silenced world the waves

Undoubtedly the most extraordinary
of all the mysteries of the sea la the
fate of the trew of the ship "Marie
Celeste," a more fantastic creation,
apparently, than novelists evfr wove.
She left New York In 1887 for Europe, her personnel being thirteen. Including the captain's wife and child.
Two weeks later a British bark sighted bar In the Atlantic, there was no
sign of life on board. A boat was
sent to her, and a most exhaustive
search jiroved her to be as silent as
thn tomb , as deserted as a -nest house.
Everything was in Its place even
the boats at the davits. The hull was
undamaged, the cargo untouched. Rigging and sparB were intact; the sails
were all set. The crew's weekly
wash hung above the forecastle; an
awainc covered the poop. Bluuavle,

COLORADO

Restaurants Slandered.
professor announces that
light radiates from raw potatoes and
eggs. No wonder Denver is
laying claim to the title, "The City of
Mean Joys their idle clamor smother.
The mask Is vanished from the blow;
Light."
Did you ever tackle a Denver
And from truth's sudden, solemn flag unrestaurant during the Festival of
furled
Fly all me craven falsehoods of the Mountain and Plain?" Leadville Her-

A

of life forever,
Knit with the threads
By thoxe dread powers that weave the
woof
s spell can never?
Whose art the singermall
to music proof?
Whose breast has
WSnd
of wonder
Lo to the hard a
hu given;
The herald of the gods
uni--'- .
He sinks the soul the death-realOr lifts It breulhless up to heaven derocking
earnest,
its
sport,
half
Half
votion
Upon the tremulous ladder of emotion.

IN

God-sen-

empty handed.
"When you get a Bible look at Proverbs, 28:13," the stranger said, and
departed. An immigrant after loaned
a Bible to the barge office people and
they found the Indicated proverb to
read

INCREASE

Crystal Palaces for Alt.
If Germany is right and several
times in the last thousands of years It
has been right we shall all eventually
be living In what Boston calls crystal
edifices, and consequently must carefully refrain from the projection of
fragments.
promiscuous geological
Glaes has been found to be a cheaper
building
lighter
and
material than
brick. Why not? It Is made of Band,
which Is rather more universal and
abundant than brick clay. Suitable
sand is found all over the United
States, and the American sand is said
to be better for the purpose than that
found in Europe. As a structural material, glass has the advantage over
brick, that It can be made In any degree of transparency. It will admit
light to see by, and yet can be so
treated that it will not reveal the proceedings of those who are behind it.
If all the flat houses and tenement
houses of this city were made of glass
it would at least be possible for landlords and agents to advertise truthfully "all light rooms." And yet such
privacy as is possible in any flat would
not be interfered with, for the structural material could be sufficiently
clouded to obstruct the direct vision.
Moreover, the adage about throwing
stones would not. apply, for structural
glass Is as tough as a brick, If not
tougher. Streets at Grenoble, France,
have been paved with "bricks" of pure
crystal glass, and our consul at that
point declares them to be a success.

FEED

YOU

MONEY.

Your Brain, and It Will Feed
You Money and Fame.
"Ever since boyhood I have been
especially fond of meats, and I am
convinced I ate too rapidly, and failed
to masticate my food properly.
"The result was that I found
few years ago, afflicted with
ailments of the stomach and kidneys,
which interfered seriously with my
Feed

my-sel- f,

business.
"At last

took the advice of friends
and began to eat Grape-Nutinstead
of the heavy meats, etc., that had constituted my former diet.
"I found that I was at once benefited
by the change, that I was soon relieved from the heart-burand the Indigestion that used to follow my meals,
that the pains in my back from my
kidney affection had ceased, showing
that those organs had been healed, aud
that my nerves, which used to be unsteady, and my brain, which was slow
and lethargic from a heavy diet of
meats and greasy foods, had, not in a
moment, but gradually, and none the
less surely, been restored to normal
efficiency. Now every nerve is steady
and my brain and thinking faculties
are quicker and more acute than for
years past.
"After my old style breal fasts I
used to suffer during the forenoon
from a feeling of weakness which hindered me seriously in my work, but
since I have begun to use Grape-Nut- s
food I can work till dinner time with
all ease and comfort." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
There's a reason.
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellvllle," In each pkg.
I

s

n

COMPLETELY

Mrs. P. Brunxel, wife of P. Branzel.
stock dealer, residence 3111 Grand
Ave., Everett, Wash., says: "For fifteen years I suffered
with terrible pain In
my back. I did not
know what It was to
enjoy a night's rest
and arose in the
morning feeling tired
and unrefreshed. My
suffering
sometimes
was
simply
indeI
scribable. When
finished the first box
Kidney
of
Doan'8
Pills I felt like a
different woman.
continued until I had
taken five boxes.
Doan's Kidney Pills act very effectively, very promptly, relieve the aching
pains and all other annoying difficulties."
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
For sale by all druggists. Price 50
cents per box.
1

"Poverty Is the best heritage," says
Mr. Carnegie, but he Is going to have
some difficulty In making the heirs be-

lieve

it

To Launder Delicate Muslins.
Many muslin dresses may be successfully laundered at home, which, if
put In the ordinary wash would be
quickly
hopelessly
Wash
ruined.
through warm Ivory Soap suds; rinse,
as
dip In rice water, and dry
the air will frequently fade delicate
Iron with a moderately hot
colors.
iron. Eleanor R. Parker.
Silence often covers a lot of Ignor-ane-

c.

How's This?

Reward for any
We offer One Hundred Dollar
ease of Catarrb that caanut be cured by Hall'i
Catarrb Cure.
CO., Toledo, O.
F. J. CHRNET
We. the nnderetirnprt, have known F. J. Cheney
for the laet IS year, and believe hlin perfectly hin
orable In all buelneee tranaactluna and nnauclally
able to carry out any obligation! made by til, Arm.

Waloino. K:nnan

Hall'a
directly
yetem.
bottle.
Take

Marvin,

A

Wholesale hruBk'lua, Toledo, O.
Catarrh Cure
taken Internally, ..( ilnf
upon the blood anil diucouh mirfacea of the
Testimonial! sent free. Trice 75 centa par
by
Sold
all DnlBSU.
Hall', Family Pill, for conntlpatton.

"Yes. he actually tried to kiss me in
the dark." "But why couldn't he obtain the same reBiilt by merely closing Mb eyes?"
Sensible Housekeepers
will have Defiance Starch, not alone

d
more for
because they get
the same money, but also because of
superior quality.

Some men pray for their friends and
some others prey upon them.

"tea

We export

Every housekeeper should know
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because it
never sticks to the iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up In
ages, and the price Is the same, 13
centa. Then again because Defiance
Starch Is free from ail Injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
a
package It is because he has
a stock on hand which be wishes to
12-o-

dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package In large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and the annoyance of the iron sticking. Defiance never sticks.
Don't think because a man owns
livery stable that he has horse sense.
Defiance Starch Is put up 16 ounces
d
a package, 10 cents.
more starch for the same money
A man lias an idea that either tie will
Invent something some day or Inherit
money.
One-thir-

Do Your Clothes Look YellowT
Then use Defiance Starch, It will
keep them white It oz. for 10 cents.

"What I nay Boea," remarked the
phatic man. as he sent a telegram.

losers

1

by Mrs. Kellogg,
of 1628 Lincoln
Ave., Denver,
.
Jolo.,to Mrs.
Lynn. Mass.:
Pink-liam-

Dear Mrs. I'inkham:-"Fo- r
live years I
was troubled with a
tumor, which kept

great mental depression. I was unable to attend to my bouse work,and life became a burden to me. I was confined for days to my bed,
lost my appetite, my courage and all bops.
' I coula not bear to think of an operation,
and in my distrew I tried every remedy which
1 thought would be of any urn to me, aivd
rending of the value of Lydia E. Pinkham's
to sick women decided

Vegetable Compound

to give it a trial. I felt so discouraged that I
had little hope of recovery, and when I began
to feel better, after the second week, thought
it only meant temporary relief; but to my
great surprise I found that I kept gaming,
while the tumor lessened in size
' The Compound continued to build up my
general health and the tumor seemed to be
absorbed, until, in seven months, the tumor
I am
was entirely gone and I a well woman.
so thankful for my recovery that I ask you
newspapers,
so
in
my
letter
other
to publish
women may know of the wonderful curative
powers of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound."

When women are troubled with irreg-

ular or painful menstruation, weakness,
leucorrhosa, displacement or ulceration
feelof the womb, that bearing-down

ing, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence, general debility, indigestion and nervous prostration, they
should remember there is one trietl and
true remedy. Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound at once removes such

trouble.
No other medicine in the world has
received such widespread and unqualified endorsement. No other medicine
has such a record of cures of female
troubles. Refuse to buy any other

medicine:
Mrs. Pinkham Invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has guided
thousands to health. Address, Lynn,
Mass.
Health is too valuable to risk in
witli unknown and untried
medicines or methods of treatment.
Remember that it is Lydia B, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound that Lb curing
women, and don't allow any druggist
to sell you anything else in its place.

Denver Directory
A $40 Saddle for

$25 c.o.d.

It
UMHri
.i
time
only we offer this
horn,
"tcel
data
d
double cinches,
nklrts.
'1
Mtlrrup leathleather-covered
er, steel
warstirrup,
't,
ranted tn every
ami equal tn
4f
Muddles sold for
everywhere.
ataloK

The Fred Mueller
Saddled HarnessCo.
Denver.

QfOVE

A Klrl can change a name she doesn't
like whenever she pleases, but a man Is
stuck to his hard and fast.

blacksmiths'

Try One Package.
If "Defiance Starch" does not please
you, return it to your dealer. If It
does you get
more for the
same money. It will give you satisfaction, and will not stick to the iron.
one-thir- d

"Johnny."
said nil mother. "I'm
yon told me a deliberate falsehood." "No. I didn't mamma." protested Johnny, "i told it In an awful

afraid

hurry."

the higher a mm.
harder will be htl fall.

--

Ahd

Bearn lbs
81guaturu

la Uo

COLORADO TENT .V AWNING CO
lliHiiniiii'liM. I ainii
I'Iiikn.
Lawrence St.. Denver, Colorado.

1121

The New Knglaml Flectrlc

Co.,
ELECTRICAL

fa!"

dpTST

For Over :t0 Yi'urt.
Tuu Kind You Uave Always hougtat.

Few men have faith MOUJttl to leave
In the ventlbule of a
church.
permanently cumt. Vo fltnr nerrnnonew after
iTITC
N. rvt- kftol
I 5 not !a'
- ..I Or. KIlnr'H
rl
or Konalor FHKIi s! nil trial Imttu .ml IrratlM.
OS. C U. KuNt, Ltd., m artb hun t. I'uilua. lplaa, !
-

Or.-i-

man isn't ho very roor If he ean
ford to keep but one dog.
A

af-

The Best Results in Starching
can be obtuined only by using Defiance Starch, besides getting 4 OS.
more for same money no cooking required.
is a good day for the

"What raee'r "Tne human race."

race."

TEA
Your froeer return your monaj If you don't
""
like MtfUha)

Kvery girl Bhould know how to flirt,
In order to be able to
refrain from
doing It

NOCK

6

GARSIDE
Electric, Hydraulic,

of

Hand and Sidewalk

ELEVATORS

He, i

I'lione
1850
v
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J. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
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KitablUhed in Colorado, 1&j6. Samples by mail or
expreas will receive prompt and careful attention
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Ih3 Colorado Saddlery

Go,

Manufacturer! of llarueaa and
Nuddlea Ot every uti le. Aak your
lor
them we will
out KuddN.
If lit- doen not ...
ii wnn one w no noea.
put you In
Wholentle

PATRONIZE WESTERN
MANUFACTURERS
If your mere hunt tines not offer the

write for reference for nearest
annoy. The I'lnllaer Aiitouialli Hay
Mtitcker. I'lutlner liiab ltnke, I'liillner
a,
t'lltle Mm lullry, I'latlaer Lever
KoodH

Hur-rovt-

Bell Power

in

Auk

BEE SUPPLIES

We want no money for
unsatisfactory tea.
Don't be shy!

llil

The A. E. MEEK TRUNK & BA6 MF6 CO.
nlo Write for ratio
9th St.. Denver

fcl

their umbrellas

"This,

Till:

Columbia

Examine carefully every bottle of C ASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for infanta and children.
thut it
and

tttiHffWMC

inlvi.irc & Iron Co.. fit It Jb Waiee. Denver.
Till; c. W. FAIR CORNICE wokks ( IO.
Itstal MtyllKhl. stamped ateel celllnire. plp-In- ir
am! nlnte. tile nnd metal roof, etc.
w

the

nniUH

RJBPA1RS of every known mak
of move, furnace or range. Cleo.
Lawrence. Denver. Phone 726.

1131

wSS&m

MTr. David Kennedy! Favorite Kenieily I
xeellent tor the llvur. (tired me after Mjrfct years of
utferiiikT." B. l'epruu, Alhuuy, I V. World fkniou. II.

Larimer Ht..
Colorado.
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Is an Infallible
medicine for coughs and colds. - N. W. Samuel
Ocean Urove, N. J.. Feb. 17. 1900.

Pisos Cure for Consumption

Our dealing a challenge
Our dealing a challenge
Our dealing a challenge
Silence Ib one thing you can't name
without breaking it.

I WW

"It's a safe bet that ftenpeck never
pets the last word." "Not so safe; he
Invariably jrets the last word, but he
never says It."

Our dealing a challenge

return, your men.y If you don't

following

The

letter was written

?

Manufacturer!

Yuur
like s. nllllog

Mrs. Sarah Kellogr of Denver, Color
Bearer of the Woman's Belief Corps,
Bends Thanks to Mrs. Plnkham.

millions on

em-

TEA

WRITTEN BY A N0TABLEW0MAN

millions of wheat and pork,
and take in exchange a few
Are we
cargoes of tea,

Important to Mothers.

Don't try to kill two birds with one
stone. Use a shotgun.

INTERESTING LETTER

one-thir-

tea, fine tea.

In

RE8T0RED.

60--

Vuae St.,
i
it. COL.O.

DtifM

Hakes,
chinery;
by the ti

Miu-hin-

The

ulKo

ut.

Mnwerm
Denver
HunplieH for

including

et

rnui'litnea

Hay
maHold

Plattner Implement

Manufacturer?.
Ilefuse to buy I rum
without your tiatronaife
i
exist.

PATENTS

Co.
Denver. Colo.
prodnets, for
they cannot
rat

0. H K' is working the nsseefv
fourth up ftffleer
on
on th Excilsior ruining claim
mcnt
No 46
Vol. V.
ou Copier mountain. This propA number of ladies for the
erty is in a good locution ami is imbenefit of children and all others
Published Kvrry 'Jhurmay oj Red
proving in depth.
Rimer, Too (aunty, New Mexico.
have decided to hold a picnic up
When in Khzabethtown call at Pioneer, near the Ajax Cabin
RUONT . 8TKVKNH.
the Miner's Inn and pet a "square on' the Fourth of July, 1905.
Publisher
Mrs, TfflfffT Victors is in Batcheror as well as all others aTe
meal."
7""
invited to be present on the piccharge.
nic grounds mf enjoy that day.
Mattel nt the
tutored at
The crowd will begin congregatRiver, New Mexloo, Postoffice.
fv.inine News.
ing at 10 a. 111., and ice cream,
cake and other good things will
Mr. B. J. Young aud son Ony,
RAT EH OF HtBHCRIPTlOST.
be served letweeu i2 and
were visitors in lViulng one day
Weekly, per year
$1.50
o'clock.
Inst week.
Weekly, six months
75
8 HEOl'HA. D. PAMKBB.
Mr.
o f)fillas. Texas r.r
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